DIGITAL MEDIA CONTENT COMMITTEE (DMCC)
Wednesday, NOVEMBER 7, 2018
12:00-2:00
Folsom Cordova Education Services Center
1965 Birkmont Drive,
Rancho Cordova, 95742
Room 304 (Third Floor).
Meeting Notes
ITEM 1:

Introductions

ITEM 2:

Folsom Cordova Presentation

Attachment 1 & 2

Melinda (last name) teaches English at Folsom High. She is also the
Coordinator for Global Perspective Studies, a program that is focused on being
inclusive of students from various disciplines and inspiring them to take what they
learn in school and use it to make a difference in the world. Students spend four
years looking at critical world issues and service opportunities and become
advocates for positive change.
The program is set up to allow students to participate and not be locked in
a pathway. Students select in at the beginning of high school, they have until
their second year to do so, and can select out at any point.
One of the challenges that the program faced in the beginning was getting
parents to understand the importance of the program given it is not a checklist
item on college applications. The teachers focused on having a dialogue about
the intangible benefits and focused on the tangible and soft skills that students
will gain. The awareness has grown with the parents since having these
conversations.
In 9th grade students are introduced to global issues, including guest
speakers who expose students to the issues out in the world. 10th grade students
learn about world cultures through curriculum that is aligned with global issues.
There are honors and AP options and about two-thirds of students choose to
take the honors and AP track. In 11th grad students concentrate on service
learning opportunities by learning more about groups out in the world and then in

the spring students start forming teams based on interest and brainstorm for their
CapStone project. Students start 12th grade excited but begin to panic towards
the middle of the year as the project starts to come to a close. Each team has a
mentor who is connected to the work they are doing with an existing organization
that is working on the issue they have chosen for their project. Students become
advocates for what they are studying and are able to share what they have
learned with others.
Project Examples:
• Work with a nonprofit with clean water develop sustainable clean water.
• Refugee outreach.
• Bilingual children’s books for literacy.
• Art therapy.
• Education- curriculum for schools in remote villages. Keept materials on USB
drive.
• Flying Citizens – travel to Mexico to provide aid. Spoke to group and helped
them find critical needs for population in Mexico. Will complete service project in
December for this group for their specific needs.
ITEM 3:

Topic of the Month: Global Citizenship

Folsom Cordova - Vista Del Lago has more options and electives which gives
them a big draw. Folsom High School has Global Program Studies and
languages. Cordova High has IB program. Also looking at the opportunity to take
a class at another school because they might have additional resources and it is
too expensive to build resources at multiple locations. This isn’t currently possible
now given schedules.
San Juan – Each site finds its niche and marketable program. Have a variety of
offerings. On paper families have choice but they are asking if families can get
their students to the other sites. If not it’s not a true choice.
-

Local citizenship collaborative (Mark Lawler)

Mark Lawler from Robla would like to collaborate on a Civic series with the
districts if there is interest.
There is an interest from the group but there are a few items that members would
like clarification on. Such as, what it would look like, what resources would be
used and what is covered under civics. Those that were present would like to get
the correct people together and discuss what is existing/working and what
exactly the need is.

ITEM 4:

Round Table Sharing

Joe Parente – Cupertino School District has mentioned they want to build a
media program given how far behind in technology they are.
Currently working with Apple to try and get programs into school.
Apple will not give equipment but will give workshops. Their
teachers are overwhelmed by the rogue apps. The schools are all
currently different and the district is working to bring them all
together.
Galt Elementary – SECC was recently at McCaffrey Middle School to film for
SEVA Studio Profiles. Spoke to Mr. Ramer, the principal, and
Karen Albert, the media teacher. The students are using the lab
everyday to produce KDog News. Would like to look at how to
better utilize footage and how to broadcast. The technology is out
there but there is the feeling that the school is behind even though
it is new.
SECC– SEVA Teachers is still going strong. Upcoming meeting on Monday,
January 14th at Sunrise Elementary. The SEVA Teacher of the
Week is also still going and receiving lots of positive feedback.
SECC has begun producing SEVA Studio Profiles. These are
videos that will be combined with a website as a resource for
teachers to use to showcase their media program. Also, SECC Is
working to put together a hands-on training just for teachers the last
week of June. The estimated cost is $400 a person for the week.
Teachers will use their own equipment to shoot material each day
and get critiqued. Teachers that have attended the training in the
past have had great feedback.
Natomas – Working on how to get teachers more involved. Videos are being
made but not submitted. Every year SEVAs come up and they
haven’t prepared as much as they could. There is currently one site
that is developed while another has a teacher that is interested in
growing their program. Would like to use video to play a part in
seeing what is happening in the classroom, but teachers are
hesitant to have cameras in their classes. San Juan is currently
doing this with their math classes and have emphasized that the
video is to build resources, not evaluate teaching. Folsom Cordova
is also using the resource but is only using it internally and still has
received some pushback. Attendees agreed that there is a
challenge getting some teachers to move forward, and possibly
away from the traditional. Some ideas were to embed expectations
with newer teachers, tie to the PayScale and receive preference for
jobs at certain sites.

Liz – SECC is developing video bank and looking at equipment. There is a tiny
budget that is not tied to curricular area and would like to use that
to update programs. Discussed connecting with FACE on Digital
Online learning opportunities but haven’t been able to connect yet.
Monthly live/recorded webinar format covering topics related to
apps and things that students have access to and are using to help
share awareness about what is out there. Don’t want it to just be
fear based but want to show the advantages of having access to
these things.
ITEM 5:

Identify Action/Follow Up Items:
• Family Engagement:
Digital Citizenship
Common Sense Media,
• Closed Captioning

ITEM 6:

Future Agenda Items:

ITEM 7:

Next Meetings - Wednesdays @ 12:00-2:00
January 9, 2019 – Natomas USD (Topic: Family Engagement)
March 20, 2019 – Elk Grove USD (Topic: Melissa Oliver/Create
Accessibility)
May 8, 2019 – San Juan USD (Topic: Digital Citizenship/Media
Literacy)

